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Media Ecosystems: Introduction

The economic theory introduces property rights as an institution aimed at internalising actions
that are beneficial to society (Demsetz, 1967). It also depicts these rights as a means to set up
transactions between right holders and other agents providing complementary goods and services.
The previous consent rule arranges these transactions as a contractual chain stemming down from
the right holders to the final consumer.

The objective of this series of posts is to show that in the case of copyright, the value
added to proprietary expressions is produced through media ecosystems. The prevalence
of  external  effects  associated  with  the  media  coverage  –  the  mediatisation  of  the  works  –
reinforces the internalisation function of copyright. But in a way that differs from the traditional
vertical chain of contracts. And that makes copyright exploitation a highly empirical activity.

Copyrighted  expressions  are  usually  created  to  address  audiences,  e.g.  receivers  that  are
unknown from the emitter. They are then brought to the attention of the public through media.

Media  provide  to  the  expression  its  public  status.  Conversely  to  business  talks,  or  private
correspondence, mediatised expressions are messages formally addressed to the public.

Of course, this is not only true for expressions. It applies to any kind of goods addressing indistinct
consumers on competitive markets. Consumers are noticed through media of the availability and
characteristics of tradable goods and services.

However, expressions are specific because they consist of information, a non-rival commodity
subjected to peculiar property rights.  As long as copyrighted expressions were published on
material supports, the symbolic dimension of the mediatisation was hidden by the economics of
the support. The support was bringing rivalness to the expressions, which were then considered
as the informational component of a delivery media (Watt, 2000). In a digital environment, the
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publishing of copyrighted expressions adds information to information.

This series of posts deals with mediatisation that is the operation carried by media so to give
material  or  immaterial  goods  a  public  status.  Mediatisation  indeed  covers  signalling  or
advertising, but also all the kinds of information – design, brands, names, reviews, buzz, word-of
mouth, social image – attached to a public or tradable item.

Our thesis is that mediatisation is an information complement attached to the mediatised item. It
is a complementary good that alters – increases or decreases – the utility of the plain product. The
complement is produced through a set of media packed with information externalities. In the
analogue  world,  such  ecosystems  used  to  be  rather  stable.  So  were  the  relations  between
producers, media and distributors, allowing fixed arrangements to internalise the externalities. In
the digital environment, media ecosystems get continuously denser which makes internalisation
strategies a moving target.

Mediatisation  adds  meaning  to  functional  goods  or  services.  In  the  case  of  copyrighted
expressions, this meaning is added to products whose utility is already meaning. Besides, as we
will show, the dematerialisation of media tones down the borders between mediatisation and
distribution. Hence, mediatisation economics are even more difficult to assess for copyrighted
goods than for material ones.

The rest of this series of posts (to be released in the coming weeks) is structured as
follows:

The second post recalls the economic literature presenting advertising as a complementary
good instead of a transaction cost. This approach will be extended to unpaid advertising or
mediatisation. This post also examines the mediatisation content and its production through
what we call  “publishing protocols”.  Publishing protocols  will  be used to describe the
information externalities that shape the media ecosystems.
The third post describes the specificities of the mediatisation of copyrighted goods and the
changes brought by digitization.
The fourth post underlines the importance of mediatisation economics and its impact on
creation diversity. It also presents our concluding comments, regarding the internalisation
function of copyright in media ecosystems.
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